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A new grad student arrives at UCSD in
1980
   
  
Where is Don?
  
Senior grad students give me my homework, and a warning
9/19/18, 4(28 PMDon's interest is piqued by a paper in Science
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Don's interest is piqued by a paper in Science  
   
  
  
from Harary, H. H., Brown, J. E., and Pinto, L. H. (1978). Science, v. 202, pp. 1083-5.
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Jeff is turned loose on a collection of parts  
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Jeff is turned loose on a collection of parts  
   
  
  
9/19/18, 4(29 PM10 years later...
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10 years later, a negative result appears  
   
  
  
9/19/18, 4(30 PMA positive result in 2000
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 A positive result in 2000  
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 Fast and slow reflectance changes  
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 Fast and slow reflectance changes  
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 Another result in 2006  
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 And another result in 2007  
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 And another result in 2008  
   
9/19/18, 4(33 PMAnd another result in 2008
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 And another result in 2008  
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 And another result in 2009  
   
9/19/18, 4(34 PMAnd just last year...
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 And just last year...  
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 Back to amphibians...  
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 Back to amphibians...  
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This is complicated!?  
   
  
Effects at many layers?
  
Consistent across sites - or not?
9/19/18, 4(36 PMShould there be an "optoretinogram" (ORG) ?
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Should there be an "optoretinogram" (ORG)
?
   
  
Rolls off the tongue - shorter than "intrinsic optical signals"
  
Analogy to electroretinogram (ERG)
  
Unlike ERG, relatively easy to measure multiple, independent
signals
  
Time will tell...
  
THANK YOU!
  
- and THANK YOU Donald!!!
